Product Technical data sheet

CTX-392 and CTX-393 Multiaction
tablets 250g without boric acid
NEW RANGE OF TABLETS for the treatment of swimming pool water with Technology Puredrop® that
allows more balanced disinfection and with a longer duration in the time.
INQUIDE has developed a healthier product, thanks to our new patented formula without boric acid,
fulfilling and anticipating the European regulations on the restriction of the above mentioned substance
(most of chlorine tablets contain that substance which is classified as toxic for the human reproduction
and potentially toxic for the fertility)
Our NEW additive is not harmful to the human health. In addition, it is more effective, because it allows a
slower and homogeneous dissolution of the tablet and therefore a controlled and constant liberation of
chlorine. Hereby the dangerous disinfectant excess is avoided in the water and its consumption decreases.
In addition, thanks to its formula, it does not leave residues on the surface, decreasing the use of other
chemical products and the use of water to clean the filter.
All that is summarized in our NEW Technology Puredrop®:

DESCRIPTION:
Solid compound in tablets WITHOUT BORIC ACID, especially thought to make that with its only
addition to the water in the swimming pool, you manage to eliminate all the bacteria, viruses and
micro-organisms in general. It prevents the weeds development and helps to keep the water clear
and transparent.

PROPERTIES:
Appearance ...................................................
Colour ............................................................
Available chlorine ..........................................
pH (1%) .........................................................

solid in tablets (250 g)
White
83%
2,5 – 3
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CHARACTERISTICS:


Healthier: it does not contain harmful additives to the health.



More effective: slower and homogeneous dissolution of the tablet, no disinfectant excess
and its consumption decreases.



Cleaner: Competition use NOT soluble additives in water which means that tablets leave
some residues in the surface, which have to be removed by a filter or a flocculants. Our
new tablets do NOT leave residues on the surface, decreasing the use of other chemical
products and the use of water to clean the filter.



Safer: According to the labelling regulations on substances and dangerous preparations, the
product has a minor danger degree in comparison with the chlorinated comburent products

The non comburent products are safer during its storage in comparison with the chlorinated
comburent products
If we compare the products classified as comburent, the product does not have storage limitations,
in accordance with the SEVESO II regulation.

DOSAGE
Initial treatment: Add 15 gram of Dichloroisocyanuric Acid Granules (0200GR) for every m 3 water. After 2
hours, adjust the water pH between 7,2 and 7,6 using either Solid pH Reducer (0010) or pH Enhancer
(0020).
Maintenance treatment: Once we have the water pH adjusted, add 1 or 2 tablets of multiaction 250g for
every 30 m3 water during 10 days.
These doses are the ones suggested and can be modified according to the own characteristics of every
swimming pool, climate, etc.
The initial treatment (Superchloring) will have to be repeated whenever you notice a lack of transparency in
the water.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Introduce the necessary multi action tablets (0392cp25) doses inside the skimmers. Connect the
filtering equipment after and you will have the product dissolved in the water, because water will
be flowing through the skimmers.
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It is necessary that all the water in the swimming pool flow again through the purifier
equipment.
The residual free chlorine will be between 0.5 and 2 mg/l. This value will easily be measured
using an analyser chlorine and pH case. This control will have to be done twice a day
minimum.

NOTE:
• Toxic for human reproduction: is a hazard associated with some chemical substances, that they will interfere in
some way with normal reproduction. It includes adverse effects on sexual function and fertility in adult males and
females, as well as developmental toxicity in the offspring.
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